Draft Agenda
Network Group Education
NG-E 4
Virtual Meeting
28 August 2020

1. Opening of the meeting and adoption of the agenda.
   The meeting will commence at 9:00h.

2. Status quo of trilateral & national Wadden Sea World Heritage Education
   Short report by the IWSS coordinator on the status quo of the IWSS activities 2019/2020
   Short report by the regional representatives on national activities related to Wadden Sea World Heritage Education

3. News, events and current projects of the Trilateral Wadden Sea Cooperation
   Short report by CWSS on current activities relevant for education and visitor information: Wadden Sea Newsletter, ISWSS 2021, SIMP development process, etc.

4. Announcements
   Exchange of information on relevant issues not covered by the other agenda items.
   - New posters on Wadden Sea Culture & other NAKUWA products
   - WHS Explorer & Wadden Sea visitor centres
   - ...

5. Implementation of Trilateral Wadden Sea Education

   **IWSS Continuation 2020 - 2022**
   Discussion of the adapted Trilateral Education Work Program and proposed continuation of IWSS activities 2020-2022 with a special focus on
   - the scope & availability of current IWSS products
   - potential reprints of IWSS resources
   - the new satellite poster

   Discussion of the proposed “OUV project”.

   **Workflow and Communication**
   Discussion of the workflow of implementing the trilateral education work program with a special focus on communication and distribution of IWSS resources.

   **IWSS Workshop**
   Date, ideas and expectations of the coming IWSS workshop in Tönning, Germany.

6. Any other business

7. Closing
   The meeting will be closed at 11:30h at the latest.